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Social liberalism, a reformulation of 19th century liberalism, rests on the view that unrestrained capitalism is a hindrance to true freedom. Instead of the negative freedom of classical liberalism, social liberals offered positive freedom that would allow individuals to prosper with public assistance in health, education and welfare. This later included government intervention in the economy to provide full employment and protection of human rights. These policies were widely adopted and implemented in European and Western democracies, particularly following the Second World War. Social liberal ideas and parties tend to be considered centrist or centre-left.

A reaction to social liberalism in the late 20th century, often called neoliberalism, led to monetarist economic policies and a reduction in government provision of services. However this did not mean a return to classical liberalism as governments continued to provide social services and retained control over economic policy.

Social liberalism is also sometimes called new liberalism (as it was originally termed) or modern liberalism.

The Liberal International is the main international organisation of liberal parties, which include, among other liberal variants, social liberal parties. It affirms the following principles: human rights, free and fair elections and multiparty-democracy, social justice, tolerance, social market economy, free trade, environmental sustainability and a strong sense of international solidarity. These ideals are described in further detail in the various manifestos of the LI.
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[edit] Origins

L.T. Hobhouse

The downturn in economic growth brought on by a general depression at the end of the nineteenth century, a growing perception of the unprecedented levels of poverty, unemployment and relative deprivation present within modern industrial cities and the rise of corporate capital and organised labour challenged the principles of classical liberalism. The ideal of the self-made individual, who through hard work and talent could make his or her place in the world, seemed increasingly implausible.

A major political reaction against the changes introduced by industrialisation and laissez-faire capitalism came from conservatives concerned about social balance, although socialism later became a more important force for reform. Some Victorian writers, including Dickens, Carlyle and Matthew Arnold, were also early influential critics of social injustice.

John Stuart Mill combined elements of the old liberalism and what would become known as the new liberalism. The new liberals tried to adapt the old language of liberalism to meet these circumstances, by defending a broader and more interventionist conception of the state. An equal right to liberty could not be established merely by ensuring that individuals did not physically interfere with each other and that the laws were impartially formulated and applied. More positive measures were required to ensure that every individual would have an equal chance of success.

T.H. Green

In Britain, in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, a group of thinkers known as the New Liberals made a case against laissez-faire classical liberalism and in favor of state intervention in social, economic, and cultural life. The New Liberals, T.H. Green, L.T. Hobhouse, and John A. Hobson, saw individual liberty as something achievable only under favorable social and economic circumstances.

In their view, the poverty, squalor, and ignorance in which many people lived made it impossible for freedom and individuality to flourish. New Liberals believed that these conditions could be ameliorated only through collective action coordinated by a strong welfare-oriented interventionist state.

It was the Liberal governments of Henry Campbell-Bannerman and then H.H. Asquith in the 1900s that laid the foundations of the welfare state in the UK before the First World War (see Liberal reforms). The comprehensive welfare state built in the UK after the Second World War, although work of the Labour Party, was largely designed by two Liberals, John Maynard Keynes, who laid the economic foundations, and William Beveridge, who designed the welfare system.

In late nineteenth century Germany, left-liberals established trade unions in order to help workers improve working conditions and improve economically. Leading left-liberals, including Lujo Brentano...
Classical liberalism believes in more provision of negative freedom than Social Liberals, and therefore...

Friedrich Naumann

Friedrich Naumann, who was an Association member, later established the National Social Union (1896) that attempted to combine bourgeois nationalism with proletarian socialism. They advocated, among other things, increased social welfare legislation, the right to strike and profit-sharing and “co-determination” in industry. Although the party was unable to win any seats and soon dissolved, the theories it developed would remain influential in German liberalism.

While some writers describe Germany’s left-liberalism as social liberalism, others only apply the term to the policies of the National Social Union. The main left-liberal parties in Germany were the German Progress Party (Imperial Germany), the German Democratic Party (Weimar Germany), and the Free Democratic Party (modern Germany). The term left-liberal contrasts them with the more conservative liberals, in particular the right-wing of the National Liberal Party, which allied itself with the Conservatives.[14][15][16]

In France, social liberal theory was developed in the Third Republic by solidarist thinkers including Alfred Fouillâtre and Emile Durkheim, who were inspired by sociology and influenced radical politicians including L'Académie Bourgeois. They emphasised that a greater division of labor had led to greater opportunity and individualism, but also a more complex interdependence. Arguing that this created a debt of the individual to society, they promoted progressive taxation to support public works and welfare schemes. However, they saw the role of the state to co-ordinate rather than to manage and encouraged co-operative insurance schemes among individuals. Their main objective was to remove barriers to social mobility rather than create a welfare state.[17]

[edit] United States

In the 1870s and 1880s, American the economists Richard Ely, John Bates Clark, and Henry Carter Adams, influenced both by evangelical Protestantism and socialism, were critical of conditions caused by industrial relations and sympathetic to labor unions, but none developed a systematic political philosophy, and later abandoned sympathy to socialism. Writing from the 1880s to 1930s, John Dewey, an educator influenced by Hobhouse and Green, advocated socialist means to achieve liberal goals. Some social liberal ideas were later incorporated into the New Deal.[18]

[edit] Implementation

[edit] United Kingdom

Leaflet promoting the National Insurance Act 1911

The first implementation of social liberal policy was made by the Liberal Party in 1906-1914 and was called the Liberal reforms. The main elements were non-contributory old age pensions paid to low income persons over 75 years old, the National Insurance Act 1911 which provided health, sickness and unemployment insurance and was modeled on similar programs in Germany, and the establishment of Labor Exchanges. This was accompanied by progressive income taxation, particularly in the People’s Budget of 1909. The main reason for the reforms was that the old system of charity based on the Poor Laws and supplemented by private charity, public co-operatives and private insurance companies was in crisis. Also, the Liberal Party caucus elected in 1906 contained more professionals including academics and journalists sympathetic to social liberalism and the large business owners had largely left the party for the Conservatives, which had become the clear party of business and commerce. The reforms were largely opposed by both business and trade unions. Liberals most identified with the reforms were the prime minister, H. H. Asquith, Winston Churchill and the civil servant William Beveridge. The Manchester Guardian was the main newspaper that published writings of social liberals.[19]

[edit] Europe
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[edit] Europe

Alexander Ruestow

Alexander Ruestow, a German economist, first proposed the German version of economic social liberalism, which he later called “neoliberalism”, at the Social Policy Association in 1932 as an alternative both to the conservative economics developed in Imperial Germany and to socialism. At the “Colloque Walter Lippman” in Paris in 1938, Ruestow met with the Austrian economists Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich von Hayek, the German economist William Röpke and others to determine how liberalism could be renewed. Ruestow advocated a strong state to enforce free markets and state intervention to correct market failure. However Mises argued that monopolies and cartels operated because of state intervention and protectionism, and said that the only legitimate role for the state was to abolish barriers to market entry. He viewed Ruestow’s proposals as negating market freedom and saw them as similar to socialism.

Following the Second World War, “neoliberalism”, now usually called “ordo-liberalism” or the “Social Market Economy” was adopted by the West German government under Ludwig Erhard, who was the economics minister and later chancellor. Price controls were lifted and free markets were introduced. While these policies are credited with Germany’s post-war economic recovery, the welfare state, which had been established under Bismarck, became increasingly costly.[20]

The post-war governments of other countries in Western Europe also followed social liberal policies. These policies were implemented primarily by Christian Democrats and Social Democrats, as Liberal parties in Europe declined in strength from their peak in the nineteenth century.[21]

[edit] United States

American political discourse resisted this social turn in European liberalism. While economic policies of the New Deal appeared Keynesian, there was no revision of liberal theory in favor of greater state initiative. But because there was no effective socialist movement, New Deal policies appeared radical and were attacked by the Right. The separate development of modern liberalism in the United States is often attributed to American exceptionalism, which kept mainstream American ideology within a narrow range.[22]

[edit] Comparisons with other political philosophies

Classical liberalism believes in more provision of negative freedom than Social Liberals, and therefore...
Social liberalism moves in a different direction from classical liberalism in one significant way: it supports a commitment to lowering income inequality. The fundamental idea is that the excessive concentration of wealth and power constitute a threat to political freedom. Poverty and large wealth gaps are themselves threats to freedom because they tend to produce self-perpetuating oligarchies who buy up the political system. On the other side, democracy tends towards the dispersal of power, which means it safeguards liberty, according to social liberals.[25]

Conservative liberalism

Both share the concern with the freedom of the individual, but while social liberalism is appropriate for describing some liberal parties that are left-of-center on economic issues and support a broad interpretation of democratic rights, conservative liberalism emphasises economic freedom and tends to be right of center. For example, conservative liberal parties, such as the Dutch People's Party for Freedom and Democracy and the German Free Democratic Party adopt an economically conservative agenda, advocating a minimal role for the state in the economy.[26] Some authors, like Merquior, also claim that conservative liberalism is based on the concept of negative liberty - (“where there is no law there is no transgression”), moral pluralism, progress, individualism, and accountable government, while social liberalism focuses both on the illegitimacy of a tyrannical government that uses prerogative power and on the social conditions that make such tyrannical government possible.[27]

Neoliberalism

Social liberalism is very different from the ambiguous term neoliberalism, a name given to various proponents of the free markets and also to some conservative opponents of free markets, such as mercantilistic conservatives, in the late 20th century’s global economy. Neoliberalism has been used to describe the liberal economic policies of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.[3] As a body of thought, neoliberalism advocates positions contrary to many of those taken by social liberals.[28]

Social democracy

The basic ideological difference between liberal socialism and social democracy lies in the role of the State in relation to the individual. Social liberals value liberty, rights, freedoms, and private property as fundamental to individual happiness, and regard democracy as an instrument to maintain a society where each individual enjoys the greatest amount of liberty possible (subject to the Harm Principle). Hence, democracy and parliamentarianism are mere political systems which legitimise themselves only through the amount of liberty they promote, and are not valued per se. While the state does have an important role in ensuring positive liberty, social liberals tend to trust that individuals are usually capable in deciding their own affairs, and generally do not need deliberate steering towards happiness.

Social democracy, on the other hand, has its roots in socialism (especially in democratic socialism), and typically favours a more community-based view. While social democrats also value individual liberty, they do not believe that real liberty can be achieved for the majority without transforming the nature of the state itself. Having rejected the revolutionary approach of Marxism, and choosing to further their goals through the democratic process, social democrats nevertheless retain a strong skepticism towards capitalism, which they believe needs to be regulated or managed for the greater good. This focus on the greater good may, potentially, make social democrats more ready to step in and steer society in a direction that is deemed to be more equitable.

In practice, however, the differences between the two may be harder to perceive.[25] This is especially the case nowadays, as many social democratic parties have shifted towards the center and adopted Third Way politics.[29]

Europe

While liberalism spread through Britain and America through the nineteenth century, it did not do so in continental Europe for the most part of the century, where ideas, from left and right, dominated most countries and eliminated liberal forms of government.[3] Liberalism, however, eventually triumphed later in Western Europe, with the rest of the continent following later. Most post-war governments of Western Europe pursued social liberal economic policies. However, the governments implementing these social liberal policies were not constituted by Liberal parties, despite liberal thinkers playing a major role devising them.[3]

Through most of the nineteenth century in European democracies like Britain, the main political divide was between two big groups: the Conservative parties represented the aristocracy and landed interest and Liberal parties represented the commercial middle classes. However, towards the end of the century, working classes gained greater representation and there was a realignment. Politics started to be polarised on those with property and those without property. Liberals tried to appeal to both groups, while Conservatives and Socialists concentrated on a specific group, absorbing liberal ideas and adopting them from time to time. In countries like Britain and Sweden it was social democratic governments that were responsible for implementing social liberal policies, while in West Germany and Italy it was center-right parties (generally Christian Democrats).[3]

Today in Europe, social liberal parties tend to be small- to medium-sized centre parties.[3][4] Examples of relatively successful European social liberal parties, which have been through the years part of government coalitions at the national or regional level are the Liberal Democrats in the UK, the Democratic Party in Luxembourg, the D66 in the Netherlands and the Danish Social Liberal Party. At the European level, social liberal parties generally are integrated in the ELDR Party, which is the 3rd biggest group at the European Parliament, and aggregates liberal parties (both social liberal parties and...
conservative liberal parties) from all over Europe.[30]

"Social Liberal" has been used as a label by parties in order to differentiate themselves from conservative liberal and classical liberal parties, especially when there are two or more liberal parties in a country.

[edit] United States

Opinions of liberals in a 2005 Pew Research Center study.[31]

Main articles: Modern American liberalism and Political ideologies in the United States#Liberalism

In the United States, the party system wasn't developed based on strong ideological differences, for example, the Democrats of the South have traditionally been right wing, while northern Democrats are traditionally left wing, although particularly since the 1970s the Democrats in general have tended more to the left and Republicans to the right. Ideologically, all major US parties are Liberal and always have been. Essentially they follow classic liberalism, merging constitutionalism with free markets and centering the differences on the influences of social liberalism[3] and conservatism.

Social liberalism may also refer, as it usually does in North American media, simply to support for educational reform, civil rights, human rights, and civil liberties. In this sense, one could be socially liberal and economically conservative (often referred to as economic liberalism), as is the case with those called variously classical liberals, neoliberals, libertarians, and conservative liberals/liberal conservatives.

Presently, the agendas of European social liberals and modern American liberals tend to be very similar, with both taking a distinctly left-of-center stance on social issues, whilst taking a more centrist stance on economic issues.[32] Since the ideological center of the United States lies further to the right than that of Western Europe, policies considered centrist, or even right-wing, in Europe may be considered left-of-center in the U.S. Universal single-payer health care, for example, is considered a largely centrist policy in Europe but distinctly leftist in the U.S. Social democrats and socialists may also be labeled as "liberal" in the U.S. but constitute only a small minority of the American left. Liberals in the U.S. constitute roughly 19% to 26% of the population and form circa 46% of the Democratic base.[33]

Like European social liberals, most modern American liberals advocate cultural pluralism, diplomacy over military action, stem-cell research, the legalisation of same-sex marriage, secular government, environmental protection laws and access to abortion.

However, there are also some relevant differences. For example, American liberals tend to be rather divided on free trade agreements and organisations such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).[33] Also, while most liberals oppose increased military standing and the display of the Ten Commandments in public buildings, the Democratic party still has references to religion and God on its party documents,[34][35] something that goes against the clearly anti-clerical stance of social liberal parties worldwide.

[edit] Social liberal parties and organisations

Giving an exhaustive list of social liberal parties worldwide is difficult, largely because political organisations are not always ideologically pure. Party ideologies often change over time. However, the following parties and organisations are usually accepted by peers[2] or scholars as following social liberalism as a core ideology.

* Australia: Australian Democrats[36]
* Belgium: Social Liberal Party[37]
* Bulgaria: National Movement for Stability and Progress[38]
* Canada: Liberal Party of Canada[39]
* Croatia: Istra Democratic Assembly[40]
* Denmark: Danish Social Liberal Party[26][41][42][43]
* Estonia: Estonian Centre Party[40]
* Finland: Swedish People’s Party[44]
* France: Left Radical Party[40][43]
* Honduras: Liberal Party of Honduras[45]
* Lithuania: New Union[40][46]
* Luxembourg: Democratic Party[41]
* Moldova: Moldova Nastra[47]
* Netherlands: Democrats 66[26][40][41]
* Norway: Liberal Party of Norway[40][49]
* Paraguay: Authentic Radical Liberal Party[50]
* Philippines: Liberal Party[51]
* Poland: Democratic Party[40]
* Portugal: Movimento Liberal Social[52]
* Russia: Russian Democratic Party “Yabloko”[40][53]
* Senegal: Senegalese Democratic Party[54]
* Slovenia: Liberal Democracy of Slovenia[7] and Zares[40]
* Sweden: Centre Party[40][55][56] and Liberal People's Party[40][56][57]
* Tunisia: Liberal Social Democratic Party[58]
* United Kingdom: Liberal Democrats[26][41][59]
* United States: Democratic Party[60]

[edit] Notable social liberal thinkers

This list presents some notable scholars and politicians which are generally considered as having made significant contributions to the evolution of social liberalism as a political ideology:

* Jeremy Bentham[3] (1748â??1832)
* William Beveridge[3][61] (1879â??1963)
* Lujo Brentano[9] (1844â??1931)
* Bernard Bosanquet[62] (1848â??1923)
* John Dewey[3][5] (1859â??1952)
* Emile Durkheim[27][63][64] (1858â??1917)
[edit] Views of social liberals today

- The middle way, rejecting the left's dislike of free enterprise and the right's dislike of social provision. [3]
- Decentralised decision-making.[26]
- Internationalism.[26]
- (In Europe) A federal European Union.[26]
- Support more rights in areas like abortion, capital punishment, drugs, homosexuality, censorship and euthanasia.[82][83]

[edit] Further reading


[edit] Notes

1. ^ Not to be confused with neoliberalism, a very different concept which has a similar name[1]
2. ^ Liberal International, ELDR, CALD, Africa Liberal Network, RELIAL or European Liberal Forum
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